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the fleet by suicidal Japanese pilots.
Ben, also 18, received his draft notice and reported
to Ft. Dix, NJ for basic training. He applied for the Army
Air Corp but was told there were no openings. Then, he
spotted a poster enticing draftees to earn $50 more a
month by becoming paratroopers. He volunteered and
was assigned to the 82nd Airborne Division.
He trained for 16 weeks at Fort Bragg, N.C., and
for 4 weeks at an intensive jump school in Fort Benning,
Mel Palano and Ben Constantino, 1943
Carmelo (Mel) Palano and Ben Constantino have
known each other for over 75 years. Both were best
man in each other's wedding and godfather to their first

GA. Interestingly, prior to that, Ben had never set foot in
a plane. After jump school his unit was deployed to
Europe where they participated in the Rhine Jump.
Parachuting into combat, their objective was to capture

born. Now, well into their 80s they’re as close to each
other as they were as children.
Mel, born in 1925 and Ben, in 1926 were raised on
Buffalo’s lower West Side to Italian immigrant parents
devoted to making better lives for their children. The
neighborhood and activities at the Butler Mitchell Boys
Club, where both excelled in sports, solidified their
friendship. In high school they competed against each
other; Ben played football and basketball at McKinley
High School, while Mel starred in baseball and basketball at Burgard Vocational.
In 1944, World War II raged in Europe and in the
Pacific, as the boys were about to graduate from their
respective high schools. In February of that year, Mel, at
age 18 was drafted and left his school and its basketball team for the U.S. Navy. After boot camp at
Sampson Naval Training Station he was assigned to the
USS Astoria, a Cleveland-class Naval light cruiser for
the duration of the war. His mission was to protect antiaircraft carriers that sortied against Imperial Japan. The
Astoria also supported numerous landings in the Pacific
Battle Zone, including the battle of Iwo Jima and Leyte.

Mel Palano, on leave, in front of home at

It survived a number of Kamikaze attacks inflicted upon

285 Busti Ave, 1944
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key territories,

created solely to honor America's veterans for their sac-

secure bridges,

rifices. Their mission: to fly with America's veterans at

and generally dis-

no charge to Washington, D.C. to visit memorials dedi-

rupt German de-

cated in their honor for defending our country.

fenses. They were

Top priority is given to America's most senior Vet-

instrumental in

erans - survivors of WWII who wish to visit their memo-

aiding the ad-

rial. Current statistics indicate we lose 850 of these he-

vance of Allied

roes each day. Each veteran selected to participate is

ground forces and

assigned a guardian (volunteer) who would accompany

armored units into

the vet during the duration of the trip.

Northern Ger-

So, on October 19, 2013, Ben and Mel along with

many.

24 other selected World War II veterans boarded a

In the spring

Southwest Air flight to our Nation’s Capitol. They were

of 1946, Ben and

the first to board and were seated in the front of the

Mel returned

cabin leaving the rear seats for remaining passengers.

home with an op-

Before takeoff a member of the flight crew announced

portunity to enroll

the name and branch of service of each veteran. As

in college as the

Ben Constantino,

each name was announced a round of applause echoed

government had

82nd Airborne Division, 1944

throughout the plane creating an emotional and moving

established the
G.I. Bill for veterans that included a free college education.

experience for the passengers.
The plane soon landed at Baltimore/Washington
International Airport. The 26 veterans, 10 of whom in

Both enrolled at the University of Buffalo. After

wheel chairs, exited the plane and entered the terminal

graduating they went on to excel as educators. Mel

and were greeted by hundreds of servicemen and

taught physical education at Bishop Timon HS and

women from all branches of the Armed Forces. Enlisted

coached baseball, basketball, and track. His success as

personnel as well as officers snapped to attention and

a legendary basketball coach earned him a place in the

saluted them as they passed. Civilians flocked to pay

Greater Buffalo Sports Hall of Fame.

homage as they walked or wheel-chaired through the

Ben taught in the Buffalo Public Schools, retiring as
Principal of Public School # 3. He was active in the Butler Mitchell Boys Club and was a noted and well re-

terminal. There were tears and cheers, hugs and handshakes accompanied with "thank-you-for your service.”
A group of motorcycle freedom riders escorted the

spected basketball official, refereeing at the high school

veterans into Washington. Along the way, more troops

and college level.

standing at attention lined the curbs, as did civilians who

In 2013, Ben and Mel were selected to participate
in the Honor Flight Network, a non-profit organization

waved and cheered them on. There, they visited the
World War II Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery,
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Honor Flight arriving at BWI Airport
A well deserved hug
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and the Marine Corp
Memorial.
At each site, the veterans were greeted warmly
and expressions of gratitude were extended by many
who met them. Needless to say, they laughed, joked,
and relived memories among themselves. The heartfelt
greetings awarded them, brought tears to their eyes.
T-Shirts worn by veterans that day were inscribed
with the following: "If you can read this thank a teacher.
If you can read this in English thank a World War II Veteran."
Finally, these men who were honored for their service and sacrifices, when serving their country when it
needed them most, boarded the flight for the return trip
home. Mel Palano and Ben Constantino you are truly
part of “our greatest generation” and for that we thank
you.

Mel and Ben at WWII Memorial
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Approaching
the World
War II
Memorial
At
Washington
D.C.

Ben and Mel, still friends, 2013

